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Barbecue Selections

Baby Back Ribs 

London Broil 

Skirt Steak 

Beef Brisket

Seafood Selections
Lobster Tail 
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Fish Filets 
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*  Will state on package. ** Slight loss of flavor and juice on maximum date.
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Bacon Both*               2-3 weeks                  1 year

Sweets/Confections
Chocolates 

Nuts 

Cakes, Pies & 
Cheesecakes

Store in cool, dry area
 
Store in cool, dry area
 
 
Best used within 6 months

Fresh                        —                    up to 8 months 

Fresh                        —                    up to 8 months 

Frozen                      — 4-6 months
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Cooking Tips for Your Schaul’s Signature Gourmet  
Food Product
First, remember cooking conditions vary from electric or gas, and other variables such 
as distance from the heating source, wind, etc.. Our suggested times are approximate 
according to our cooking tests. You may want to test yourself and compare our times 
to your oven or grill.

It is recommended that you first thaw the product before cooking, and pre-heat the 
oven or grill to the proper temperature.

We recommend using our Schaul’s Signature Seasoning to enhance the flavor on  
all our premium meat, poultry and seafood products.

For recipe and sauce ideas, visit schauls.com/recipeideas

Cooking Steaks

Our suggestion is to thaw the steaks first, although they can be cooked frozen. If  
cooking frozen then allow almost twice the time. For best results, use tongs when  
turning steaks. Forks will pierce the meat, allowing juices to escape. Remember,  
steaks will continue to cook after removing them from  the grill or oven. 

Cooking Select Roasts

Cooking times are in total minutes. 

To check for doneness you can do the following touch test. Rare will be soft  
and spongy, medium will have a springy feeling, and well done will be firm.  
When cooking steaks, turn once.

Chateaubriand Roast: For best results cook at a high temperature for a short period of 
time. Temperature should be at 450° for 40 minutes for medium rare. Cook slightly less 
for rare and slightly more for medium.

Prime Rib Roast: Our prime rib is a boneless cut that comes in a 4-6 pound range. 
Cooking times vary depending on the diameter of the roast, and your desired doneness. 
First, you should leave the roast sit out at  room temperature for a little to take the chill 
out of the meat. Then roast the meat at 350°. For rare, cook approximately 11/4 to 11/2 
hours or to an internal temperature of 130°. For medium rare, cook approximately 11/2  
to 2 hours or an internal temperature of 140°. After cooking, let the roast sit for 15-20  
minutes before carving. This allows juices to settle back into the meat and stabilizes  
the internal temperature.

Rack of lamb Roast: Rack of lamb should be cooked at 325°. For rare cook  
approximately 1 hour or to an internal temperature of 130°. For medium rare, cook to an 

Cooking Chops

Lamb Chops: Broil approximately 6-8 minutes for rare and 10-12 minutes for medium. 
Turn the chops once. The time is total time.

Pork Chops: Either the boneless or French Cut chops can be broiled or baked. For 1" 
chops, broil 6-8 minutes total time, turning once. For baked 1" chops, cook 20 minutes 
at 350°.

Cooking Ham

All our smoked hams are fully cooked and can be eaten cold or served warm. To serve 
warm, first bring the ham to room temperature to take the chill out. Our hams are skin-
less and shankless so less warming time is needed. To heat, put the ham on a rack in a 
pan with approximately 2" of water. Cover the ham with aluminum foil, then heat for 10 
minutes a pound at 325°.

When cooking any of our smoked bacon, pan fry over medium heat 8-10 minutes, 
turn occasionally, to desired crispness.

Cooking Poultry

Turkeys: Thaw frozen turkey first. To thaw, properly follow safe handling and thawing 
instructions on the bag. Our turkeys are young, so they do not need to be cooked as 
long as one might expect. First you should rub the skin with unsalted butter or oil. Then 
preheat the oven to 450°. After putting the turkey in the oven, reduce the heat to 325°. 
Our hens (up to 14 pounds) should be cooked 3-15 minutes per pound in a 325° oven. 
Our toms (16-24 pounds) should be cooked 12-14 minutes per pound in a 325° oven. 
If your turkey is stuffed, add 5 minutes per pound to the cooking time. Baste periodi-
cally. Some people prefer to cook their turkey breast side down for the first hour. Cook 
to an internal temperature of 160°. Let the turkey sit for 15-20 minutes after pulling from 
the oven before carving. Figure 3/4 to 1 pound per person.

Brining a Turkey: Brining means to soak the turkey in a strong saltwater solution. The 
benefits of brining are many. First, the brine provides a tender cushion for the breast 
meat to help it remain moist. Second, the meat of a brined turkey is usually pleasing 
to the palate. Brining also insures that all parts of the turkey cook at the same tem-
perature. A brined turkey will cook faster than an unbrined turkey by about 30 minutes. 
Brine is a salt and water solution,. You should use course or kosher salt. The ratio is 11/2 
cups of salt to 1 gallon of water.

Cooking Barbecue Selections

Baby Back Ribs: First, use Schaul’s Seasoning on the ribs or rub Schaul’s Barbecue 
Rub on the ribs the night before and refrigerate. Brush with Schaul’s Barbecue Sauce 
and roast in a roasting pan with 1" of water on the bottom for 21/2 hours at 275°,  
allow to cool. Put ribs on the grill with a medium fire and brush them with barbecue 
sauce, turning and basting frequently for approximately 30 minutes.

London Broil: This cut is best cooked rare over a hot fire or in the broiler for 8-10  
minutes. As with our other barbecue cuts, Schaul’s Seasoning or barbecue rub is  
a great enhancement. 

Skirt Steak: Like its cousin the London Broil it is best grilled over a hot fire or in the 
broiler. Grill or broil 2-3 minutes per side.

Beef Brisket: This barbecue classic should be slowed cooked. First prepare the night 
before by rubbing it with Schaul’s Barbecue Rub. Then it should be cooked over a low 
temperature, 275° or over a slow grill fire, indirect method, for 2-3 hours, brushing with 
Schaul’s Barbecue Sauce and turning occasionally. If grilling, adding moist wood chips 
onto the coals will give it an additional smoked flavor.

Cooking Seafood Selections

Lobster Tail: We recommend baking them, although they can be steamed or broiled. 
First, thaw the tails. To bake: Preheat oven to 375°. Then cut away the thick bottom 
layer of the shell and sprinkle with rosemary. Bake for 20 minutes. To steam: Place  
tails on a rack above boiling water, cover and steam approximately 20 minutes. If  
desired, after steaming, cut the top of the tail and pull up the meat, seaon and put  
under the broiler for 2-3 minutes. To boil: Place in boiling water. After the water  
resumes boiling, cook for 8-10 minutes.

Jumbo Gulf Shrimp: Prepare boiled. Shrimp cook quickly. Bring a pot of water to  
boil, turn downheat. Add shrimp and simmer 3-5 minutes. Shrimp will begin to float 
when done. 

Sea Scallops: For best results, saute them for 3-4 minutes a side.

Salmon and Swordfish: Can be sauteed or baked. To saute: Cook over low to  
medium heat in butter or oil. To bake: Preheast oven to 350°. Bake to an internal  
temperature of 145° for approximately 8-10 minutes depending on thickness. You 
should only turn the fish once. To broil: Cookk 6-8 minutes per side for 1 to 11/4"  
thick steaks. Thicker steaks will require additional time. Try not to over cook to keep  
fish from drying out.

Tuna: Tuna is best pan seared for 3 minutes a side.

When cooking steaks,  
follow the accompanying chart:

Type of Steak  Thickness  Rare  Medium

Filet Mignon  11/4" to 11/2"  8-10 minutes  10-12 minutes

New York Strip 1 to 11/4" 8-10 minutes 10-12 minutes

Ribeye 1 to 11/4" 8-10 minutes 10-12 minutes 

Porterhouse 1 to 11/4" 8-10 minutes 10-12 minutes

Top Sirloin 1 to 11/4" 8-10 minutes 10-12 minutes

internal temperature of 140°. After cooking, let the roast sit for 5-15 minutes before  
carving. This allows the juices to settle back into the meat and stabilizes the internal  
temperature.

French Cut Pork Roast: First you should leave the roast sit out at room temperature  
for a little bit to take the chill out of the meat. Then roast the meat at 350°. For pork, 
cook approximately 15-20 minutes per pound or to an internal temperature of 150° 
to 155°. After cooking let the roast sit for 5-15 minutes before carving. This allows the 
juices to settle back in the meat and stabilizes the internal temperature.

Boneless Stuffed Chicken Breast: Preheat oven to 350°. Cook frozen for  
45 minutes. 
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